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MashQL Editor using Query Detection Algorithm
U. Vignesh1, P. Senthilraja2
Abstract: We present a query detection algorithm on a existing query formulation language (mashQL) to identify data easily in a
database and to produce the structured data on screen as a result. This algorithm on mashQL gives an advantage that the user, who
gives a query, unknown of schema structure. To illustrate this query detection power of mashQL without any constraints, such as
generality loss, etc. we choose the local database scenario. In background, the mashQL queries are automatically translated into
SPARQL queries and they are executed as SPARQL queries, which can be decomposed into highly performing fragments that
detects the data on which way a data is partitioned into cluster in a RDF data management system. Which, can also acts as a server.
MashQL is also called a query-by-diagram language. These concepts can be applied over a library information system, musical
player etc., which includes large scale of aspects controlled on to it. By this application, we can provide very effectively accurate
and efficient interaction between system and user. MashQL editor has the search text box top of screen and provides search query
results. MashQL editor allows user to search and get data called as challenge. By this query detection algorithm, complexity and
responsibility of understanding data source are moved from user to query editor. Due to local database scenario, we structure the
required amount of data’s to the database.
Keywords: Query detection, mashQL editor, challenge, search box.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In a mashQL Language, the various algorithms have been
implemented, but the query detecting algorithm overcomes
those algorithms based on performances, such as fast response
time, scalability and its detecting accuracy. The mashQL
Language has been defined with its greater characteristics of
designing aspects such as, a mashQL searching box at the top
of the screen on a mashQL Editor. Then, when the input has
been given such as data in the format of a query, it works on it
a following basis. RDF Input, mashQL, SPARQL, RESULT

language in normal aspects. Then the query is executed in a
format of an SPARQL. The SPARQL, then do, its job i.e
interacting with the server based on a query that we had
given, then this query has been run on a server for an accurate
result. After, the results noted, they has to be displayed on a
screen.

QUERY
RDF Input

Conference Title

From
www.vigne.com
www.raja.com

Title
Author
Country
Name “Senthil”
Year > 2012

Figu. 1. MashQL queries

The mashQL Language on a query Detection algorithm deals
with the screen on a mashQL as the mashQL Query Editor. In
mashQL Query Editor, at first we give a query in the search
box, the RDF input has been identified to load data from the
loader in the server. The RDF input, on a background,
translated into a SPARQL, which is a basic query execution
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Fig. 2. MashQL mappings to SPARQL

The user deals with the result, that the SPARQL displays on a
screen, after the result have been viewed, an further
investigation of an result, if the user needs an clarification,
then again an mashQL editor has been executed once again by
clicking the further search option on a screen. If this algorithm
has been defined and executed on online schema, the mashQL
has to be run through a query regarded website on an whole
based as an query, which is a very considerable drawback for
an real time and their varying time also increases based on an
evaluation.
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2.

RELATED WORK

Query detection is the art of extracting related details easily
from a database for a given query. In background, query that
has been given by the user to mashQL editor translated into
SPARQL and executed in the same format for further
processing to be continued for identification of details to
produce a result.
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an information of system of some large class of applications,
such as library information system, musical player etc., and
the information system the user gives an query to the client
system, the query that the user submits to system in an format
of unknown scheme to him.

Simple search box, the user has an highly interaction between
the system, but their working process was an failure
consideration. Since, in a simple search box, the user just can
give a keyword, then system works on that keyword and gives
its suggestion immediately to auto complete a keyword. It has
a basic fundamental data scheme, the problem it undergone is
that it doesn’t play the role of a Query Language.
Graphical Queries are queries that are very much considerable
for an semi-structured data, here the users formulate the
queries in the form of a filling tables and are of the major
disadvantage is that the user must be known of the schema
that they are to be submit the data in an schematized format
and the user must known the technical details of an schema.
Generalized Queries are the naturally characterized queries
for a language description. Here, in this type of queries, it
permits a user to write their queries in a natural language
sentences. Then, there natural language sentence has been
translated into a formal language, such as SQL, XML etc.
Here, the user not required to have knowledge about their
schema. The main disadvantage, that generalized queries
undergo is that language ambiguity and mapping between
multiple meaning of keywords that we submit.
Formulated Queries are the queries that have a conceptual
meaning on towards them. Such as the Query can details with
an OPM, UML diagram in care of a diagrammatic format. If
the people select a particular part of a figure, then it is
translated into SQL as user convenience. The major drawback
in formulated Queries is that user must be aware of a schema.
RDF 3X & SHARD is storage system, such as it can be
suffered as a database. In RDF3X, a one-node store, it
constructs index over the possible permutations of the given
object & gives the result, whereas, SHARD is open source,
triple storage system. It considers data in the format of flat
files. The number of iterations has been executed on an
SPARQL Query & Output the result.
3.

Fig. 3. System architecture

Fig. 3 shows the mashQL using query detection algorithm
architecture. The client system, which is formatted with the
mashQL Editor considers the query and translate to SPARQL.
The query executes in a manner of SPARQL to the server and
from the server, it loads a related data’s to the query and
displays it on the screen as a result.
3.2 QDT ALGORITHM
This query detection algorithm (QDT) deals with the query
from user to editor, and it is most probably responsible for
understanding a source of data. It includes the following
Query models to be followed, viz
•

Identify the dataset.

•

Query object selection.

•

Adding object filter to detect.

•

Results format.

OUR PROPOSAL

3.1 Architecture
The Query detection algorithm architecture gives an full
overview of an mashQL language using Query detection
algorithm. In the given architecture at first the user ‘A’ enter
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Fig. 4. Dataset identification
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5.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

Fig. 5. Query selection

Fig. 8. Comparison chart
Fig. 6. Filter inclusion

4.

QDT AND CONTROL FLOW

The overall process of mashQL using QDT and its control
flow gives an overview of how the system works through it.
In fig. 7 the control flow diagram shows the clear overview.
The user A gives an input query to the system by using search
box. Then the query searching process was done through
SPARQL. Thus the QDT plays the role to achieve the fast
response time in a searching process for finding a given query
by the user. If the related details of query occurs in a multiple
databases then those databases also occurs in a result page for
the user to select. If the user selects and gives further query to
process then the same process continues as from the mashQL
editor.

Fig. 8 presents the results for the comparison of the
algorithms that have been previously used in an existing
mahsQL editor for finding a query related results. The results
gives a knowledge that the query detecting algorithm
overcome existing algorithms on the fast response time to
query given by the user.
6.

CONCLUSION

We proposed a Query Detection algorithm with its
architecture in a mashQL. We have specified various
algorithms in comparison with Query detection algorithm.
Based on the chart nature of comparison graph, we proposed
that our algorithm has fast response time. Our architecture is
able to perform upto 3 orders of different queries performed
by different users in paralled. For future work, we plan to add
a text categorization component to our algorithm and explore
how updates can be handled efficiently by our architecture.
7.
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